
Mr. Arcurio’s Corner
As we move into Spring Break we look forward to nicer weather as we head
into the last part of the school year.  We have been fortunate to remain open
almost every day since the start of school in September. This is a feat about
which  most schools cannot boast at this point in the year.  This has been due
to the success of our in-person/hybrid model, our mitigation practices, and
the cooperation of the staff, students, and families. Thank you for your part
in our success to this point.

We have a little further to go and unfortunately, the Covid numbers in New
Jersey and in Hunterdon County are going in the wrong direction right now.
I know that people are beginning to get vaccinated in larger numbers;
however, I urge you to continue your efforts to keep our community safe and
healthy by distancing, masking, and washing hands. In addition, please
remember that travel outside the immediate area still requires exclusion
from school.  I ask that you follow the guidelines below that I have emailed
to you over the past several weeks, if you choose to travel during Spring
Break.

● If you travel overnight to any U.S. state or territory beyond the
immediate region (NY, PA, DE, CT) you will be required to quarantine
from school for 10 calendar days.

● Evidence of a negative test taken 3-5 days after returning can reduce
that time to 7 days provided there are no symptoms.

● Here is the  state website with information regarding travel:

https://covid19.nj.gov/faqs/nj-information/travel-and-transportation/are-there-travel-restrictions-to-or-from-
new-jersey

On April 22nd we celebrate Earth Day.  This is another example of the power of believing that one can make a
difference.  If each and every one of us took some time on this day to do something for the environment or the
earth, it would have a profound impact.  I encourage all children and families to think of ways that you could
make a difference and spend time together having fun and helping the earth.  It is my belief that we can all make a
difference.

Over the next few weeks we will be planning for the remainder of the year.  Due to our guidelines they will look a
bit different than past years; however, we are working to hold a Field Day, a 6th Grade Promotion, some outdoor
assemblies, and other traditional spring.  Stay tuned for more on this each Friday in my weekly emails. Please
note that currently, the NJ Department of Education is still preparing for the Spring administration of the state
assessments.  We are not sure if this will be waived prior to starting them so must proceed as though there will be
testing in grades 3-6.  This will not occur at LBS until May and further information will be provided with specific
dates and times as we have a more firm picture.

Once again, enjoy your Spring Break and please be safe and be well!

Better Together,
Bruce Arcurio - Lead Learner/Superintendent
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Office Items
LBS Daily Pre-screening Checklist
Thank you again for continuing to use the pre-screening form so we can monitor any potential COVID-19 cases
or anyone with symptoms.

Before and Aftercare
Just a reminder that Lebanon Borough School offers onsite Before and Aftercare through the YMCA.  If you are
interested in the program please visit the registration website at: YMCA Before/After Care Registration

Health Office…
Bully-Free Zone: For the month of March we focused on the character trait of Responsibility. We will continue
this trait for the month of April. Please encourage your child with the following ways to be responsible in the
classroom.

● Attend class regularly
● Arrive to class on time
● Be prepared for class with the right pencil, book and completed assignment
● Listen when the teacher is talking
● Do not disrupt the learning of the other students
● Do your best whether it’s a classroom assignment, homework or a test
● Cover their cough/sneeze with their elbow
● Stay in their own space, use their own supplies
● Keep their hands away from their face
● Wear a mask properly
● Wash their hands
● Stay home when sick
● Don't share germs
● Try to stay 6 feet away from from others

Nurse’s News: Masks Protect You & Me
Masks are an additional step to prevent people from getting and spreading COVID-19. They provide a barrier that
keeps respiratory droplets from spreading. When we all wear masks, we take care of each other and everyone is
protected.
For more information please visit Your Guide to Masks:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/about-face-coverings.html

Art
Hello and Happy Spring! This past month has been such a
fun and creative month! We started it off by exploring the
world of Contemporary Art and learning about artists Jeff
Koons and Takashi Murakami.  Our artists recreated
Koons’ famous balloon animal dog sculptures into an
illustration and filled the background with Takashi’s
signature flower design.  Filled with vibrant colors and
overlapping designs, these K-4 artworks are stunning! Our
5-6 artists mastered the art of one-point perspective by using a vanishing point to turn two

dimensional shapes into three dimensional forms. We also practiced our shading technique by fading our colors
as they neared the vanishing point, which is a characteristic of atmospheric perspective as well! Next our young
artists welcomed the season of Spring by drawing our friend the Lorax! We created a guided drawing of the
Keeper of Trees and had so much fun creating the world of Dr. Seuss on our papers! We also used fun design
tricks to turn basic shapes into fun Springtime animal friends.  Our upper grade artists are embarking into the
world of Graphic Design and are creating “Positivity Posters” to spread support and encouragement in our
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community.  We explored the profession of Graphic Design, what it is and what do designers do, and concentrated
on the art of Typography.  I can’t wait to see them all on display!
Speaking of display, our artists had another wonderful month of artwork at the North County Branch Library in
Clinton, NJ.  Here are some photos of their awesome artwork proudly hanging for all to enjoy!
Also please don’t forget about our Artsonia Class Portal! It is a great way to memorialize your student’s artwork,
and makes amazing gifts for family and friends! All you need is the access code PFSR-JYKW and you can begin
uploading photos of your artist’s creations! You can view a short tutorial video by going to
www.artsonia.com/videos/classportal-students.  If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to email me
at any time! I am in the district on Monday’s and Friday’s and will respond as soon as possible. Have a wonderful
month!

Music
March was a busy month in music class. The upper
grades combined music and math as we worked on
rhythm identification, adding and subtracting notes
and rests, and the relationship between notes and
fractions.  This helped our understanding of meter as
we continue to learn about the elements of music. The
third graders focused on reading notes on the treble
clef.  To practice, we spelled a variety of words by
mixing up the seven letters of the musical alphabet and placed the notes on the music staff in the correct positions.
The lower grades completed their unit on the instrument families at the beginning of the month and played a
matching activity to place instruments in their correct family by determining how to make a musical sound on
each instrument.  We also played an instrument guessing game where we heard an instrument and had to identify
which instrument was playing based on its tone and pitch.  After the unit ended, we learned how to sight-read
melodies on the music staff by learning the pitches “la, so, and mi” from the major scale and how they are placed
on the music staff. For fun, we used shamrocks as music notes and even used them to create our own melodies to
sight-read together.  We also used our bodies to show the three pitches to help connect the sounds to the concept
of high and low.
Our band members have begun working on their recordings for a special virtual band performance to be shared at
the end of the year.  We have been trying very hard to play in sync with a recording which is even more
challenging than playing together in-person.  I’m so proud of what these talented musicians have been able to
accomplish and am excited to share their virtual performance in June!

Physical Education/Health
Student focus in PE class for the month of March
was on striking with an implement.  Students
learned fundamental use of hockey sticks, tennis
rackets, badminton rackets and pickleball paddles.
Activities and games were performed to verify safe
and correct use.  Hockey was a big hit! So much so
that we barely scratched the surface of racket play

and will continue it through April. Our younger grades got a taste of this with
balloon activities in school and virtually.  Everyone continued to work on their locomotor and fitness skills as
well. In Health class students learned about the internal parts and systems of the body and their functions. We
learned more about the brain, heart, lungs, stomach and skeleton. All classes reviewed our character trait of the
month responsibility and its importance.  We also watched some inspiring videos that celebrated women and girls
for Women’s History Month!  This April we will continue striking with an implement.  Rackets play as well as tee
ball and baseball/softball related games and activities, as we look to getting outside more in the coming weeks.
Health will focus on mindfulness and social emotional wellness, as April is National Stress Awareness month. We
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will also celebrate Earth Day and the importance of keeping our planet clean and healthy.  Below I have attached a
couple of pictures of our Box Hockey rink.  The kids really enjoyed it!

Spanish
¡Hola from the Spanish Room!!  We are continuing to enjoy our time together in class, and at the end, we always
say …. already?!!  It goes so fast!
Grades K-2 have been having a great time creating projects about their birthday month, and playing games to
show they know their colors. We’ve added some really fun songs to our repertoire, like Tiburón Bebe (“Baby
Shark”) and ¡Cuenta! (“Count!). Building our vocabulary has never been easier than singing along!
Kindergarten‘s most requested pop hit song is still “Los Meses del Año” (The Months of the Year”), but 1st and
2nd have now decided “La Mochila” (“The Backpack”) is their new favorite jam!  Check out the links below to
sing along at home!
Los Meses: https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=IKznbHvPFwc
La Mochila: https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=izbVTWnzBLU
Grades 3-6 have been working on verbos! We have started to learn action word vocabulary, and soon we will talk
about conjugating verbs.  We have also begun our listening comprehension activities, where students listen to a
conversation in Spanish, talk about what is happening, and even answer questions in Spanish to show their
understanding.  It is amazing how much they already understand, and how much their confidence is growing in
their new language.  I encourage them to log in to their senorwooly.com accounts and have some fun with some of
our favorite Spanish songs.

Enrichment & A.T
Enrichment
This month in Enrichment,  the preschoolers kindergartners and first graders worked on using sequencing in
coding. Through hourofcode and kodable.com, they have been practicing and building on their skills! First
through sixth graders have the opportunity to learn about an explore some remarkable women for women’s history
month. Students were able to showcase their discoveries and new knowledge various ways including creative
word clouds, digital children’s books, original songs, poems, and picture collages! Looking ahead we will be
using our knowledge of the engineering process to build and test  some creations to solve posed problems.
A/T
These hard-working students participated in their first organized debate! After weeks of preparing through
research and practice, the students were able to give it a go with the added difficulty of doing this virtually. They
were so impressive and really worked as teams. We also had the privilege of participating in a special live event
hosted by NASA about the upcoming Artemis mission to the moon. Because of essays that some of the students
had submitted, we were awarded the chance to participate in this live event. Students heard from one of the
astronauts as well as people directly from NASA and their essays will be on the Artemis mission in the spaceship.
How cool is that!?!

Preschool
This month we had a visit from a leprechaun, we finished our clothing unit, we talked about uniforms and when
we need to wear specific types of clothing like snow gear and bathing suits, we also learned about spring. We
learned letters Y, V, X, and W.  We continued to work on our numbers, rhyming, counting, and opposites. We
colored eggs and watched a volcano erupt in our classroom. We are excited for April, our buildings study,
finishing our alphabet, and learning about seeds.
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Kindergarten
March is a super BUSY month in K! The first week of March we
celebrated Dr. Seuss’ birthday by reading a few of his books and
practicing our rhyming skills.  We also learned about a few famous
American women for Women’s history month- Ameila Earhart,
Helen Keller, Wilma Rudolph, Georgia O’Keeffe, Susan B.
Anthony.  These women were all amazing and never let hardship

get in the way of their dreams.  They were determined and
persevered to do amazing things.
One of the Dr. Seuss books we read was Maybe You Should
Fly a Jet! Maybe You Should Be a Vet!, so we brainstormed
about what we might want to be when we grow up!
In math we learned about 3D figures and using position words

describe an object's location. Above are the 3D
figures we made!
March in kindergarten can not pass by
without talks of the magical 🍀 Leprechaun!
We made leprechaun disguises and we wrote
about what we would do if we were
leprechauns! 🍀 Many children said they
would have the leprechaun take them to the
pot of gold! They had some great ideas about

what to do if they found the pot of gold! March also brought us spring so we
discussed what brings the seasons and what season is our favorite and why.
Pizza 🍕 lunch day was a HUGE hit with the Kindergartners! Thank you to the PTA for providing the pizza!

First Grade
First grade has had a wonderful start to spring. Last Friday, the
students loved eating pizza outside.  A huge thank you to the PTA!
In science, we’ve learned all about light and sound. We conducted
experiments with string to create sound vibrations and learned about
opaque, translucent, and transparent materials.  In Social Studies, we
learned about famous Black Americans like astronaut Mae Jemison,
author and illustrator Christian Robinson, and professional ballet
dancer Misty Copeland.  We’ve learned that if we follow our dreams,

anything is possible!  When we return from spring break, we will begin our animal
research projects.
We had a great time celebrating Read Across America Week.  We read many fantastic
stories.  After reading Oh the Places You’ll Go, the students wrote about what they
want to be when they grow up on “floating” balloons. During reading, we’ve enjoyed
stories like The Three Billy Goats Fluff, Jamie O’Rourke and the Big Potato, and Just
Going to the Dentist.  While reading these stories, we’ve practiced making
predictions, retelling the story, making connections and inferences, and opinion
writing.  We continue to work on our independent reading skills during Reader’s
Workshop, and continue to learn new spelling patterns during our phonics lessons.
In math, we just completed our unit on data.  We’ve learned how to interpret and represent data with picture
graphs, bar graphs, and tally charts.  Next, we will learn about place value, and representing two digit numbers.
We will  learn how to make tens and ones, represent numbers as tens and ones by using objects, and learn how to
read and write numbers 100-120.
We hope everyone has a safe and happy spring break!
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Second Grade
This month began with our “Read Across America” activities. We
read Dr. Seuss books and completed many activities, writing
assignments and games related to those stories. I am proud of the
effort the class has made with the “March Reading Challenge” they

have read many books!
The class has been working hard to build their reading fluency
and comprehension. They read a nonfiction story about two
fearless dogs that helped save a man from drowning. They read other
stories about rescue and therapy animals. During the week of St.
Patrick’s Day the class wrote a story about a leprechaun. They also

wrote about what makes them lucky.
Our theme last week was on deserts. The class learned about
desert plants and animals. We read and listened to a variety of
non-fiction texts about the Saguaro cactus and how animals
survive in the harsh desert environment. They drew and labeled
an illustration to show some of the animals and plants that we read
about.
We are also learning about the season of spring! We recently
brainstormed a list and wrote about our favorite thing to do in

spring. This week we are reading a nonfiction story called: “A Seed is Sleepy”.
We will also be completing some spring themed writing projects and planting
activities in the next few weeks.
We are also reading Scholastic magazines together to build reading fluency as
well as gain an understanding of current science and social studies topics. In
science the class has also been exploring the “work of water”. The students
began learning about erosion and the Earth’s surface. In social studies we will be
learning about the Earth’s surface and elevation, which will connect with what
we are discussing in science.
In math the students are learning how to add and subtract 2-digit numbers with
and without regrouping. They will be learning to use drawings and equations
to represent addition and subtraction situations. They will also be working on more addition and
subtraction word problems in the next module.  I hope you all enjoy your spring break!

Third Grade
In 3rd Graders have become incredible writers! I am so impressed with
their imaginative Leprechaun stories and their beautiful spring cinquain
(SIN-cain) poems, which are unrhymed poems consisting of five lines and
arranged in a special way. Because of the exact number of words required
for each line in this poem, we created diamond-like shapes from
interesting and descriptive words. We enjoyed our spring topics from
bunnies and chicks to kites and more. In math we completed our
Perimeter and Area Module and have moved on to Fractions. Students
will soon be working with comparing fractions and understanding
fractions that are greater than the whole as we move into April. We also studied famous Women of History and
have a good understanding of how these famous women charted a course for millions of other strong and
courageous women to follow. In reading we focused on fables and folktales. We can read and interpret the moral
and certain predictable patterns within this kind of reading, which help us greatly with our comprehension. In
Social Studies we are creating a “Travel Brochure” of an American city. We are learning about the physical
geography of states, as well as the physical features. In science we have started to learn about clouds and weather
patterns. This new unit, called “Stormy Weather” helps us develop the idea that by paying careful attention to
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clouds around us, we can predict the daily weather and make sense of why places on earth look and feel the way
they do.

Fourth Grade
Happy Spring Break! In the month of March, we read the novel, Charlotte’s
Web.  Throughout Charlotte’s Web,  we completed a novel study with
different skills to practice, questions, and other activities.  We will be
finishing Charlotte’s Web with the movie right before Spring Break.  In
April, we will be continuing our skills in Reading Street and getting ready
to do an end of the year project that the students will learn about after

spring break.
In Science, we learned about the rock cycle, volcanoes, and
erosion. We completed some fun activities such as a lava test,
erosion test with sugar cubes, etc. In April, we will be moving
back to Social Studies.  We will be learning about Colonial New
Jersey.  Students will learn about the arrival of the Europeans,
New Netherlands, English New Jersey, and life in the New Jersey
Colony.

In Math, we have completed modules 9 and 10, which involved learning about the area of shapes, and factors and
multiples.  In April, we will begin our chapters on fractions.  Students will learn about equivalent fractions,
comparing fractions, adding and subtracting fractions, etc.

Fifth Grade
Happy Spring! The fifth graders are excited about spring break, and hoping for some good weather to enjoy
outdoors! We’ve definitely enjoyed outdoor recess on the many nice days we’ve already had! It is nearly
impossible to believe we’re down to our last 2 ½ months of school! In math, we finished our module on
multiplying fractions,and the students did quite well with it. We then completed a short additional module on
multiplying mixed numbers, and now we have begun Module 10 which is about dividing fractions.  In ELA, we
finished another novel, Indian in the Cupboard, a perennial favorite with themes of responsibility, friendship, and
accepting others despite their differences.  The setting of the story is in London, and the students enjoyed learning
some words as used by the British, such as biscuit for cookie, lorry for truck, bins for trash cans, and mum for
mom. In science, we’ve been learning about the solar system. We’re learning about the planets, moon, stars, and
gravity. We were all astonished to learn that a year on Neptune is equivalent to 165 years on Earth!! On Pluto,
which used to be considered a planet, a year is 248 years long! In one activity, we calculated how high we could
jump on the moon and other planets, based on the different amounts of gravity you would find there. In Social
Studies we are nearing completion of our unit on the Ancient Indus River Valley civilization, which was located
where Pakistan is located today. It was surprising to learn that thousands of years ago, this civilization was
advanced enough to have underground sewers to carry waste water away from their homes. Another surprising
fact is that this civilization disappeared, and historians do not know why. It could have been the result of
earthquakes, invasion, floods, or a combination of those things and perhaps others. Our character trait for March
and April is responsibility. As fifth grade is winding down,  becoming more responsible and independent is a big
part of our goal for becoming sixth graders soon! I am so impressed with the growth your wonderful kids have
been demonstrating!

Sixth Grade
In March we have been exploring topics and people related to Women’s History Month.  Each day we have a link
(or two) about a topic and/or person from history who has contributed to the welfare of our country, particularly as
it relates to women.   It is a good time for the students to become familiar with these important people in our
history.
We  are just completing our study of the novel, The Boy in the Striped Pajamas by John Boyne.  It is a fable about
the Holocaust, told from the perspective of a nine/ten year old German boy.  Leading into this book, we learned
about fables and their function as a story genre. This fable is more complicated that most, but it has a number of
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important life lessons for our time.  Once finished with this, we will work on some poetry and then move on to the
novel Walk Two Moons.
In history we have completed our brief foray into the Abrahamic religions, and have moved on to Medieval
history.  I’d say this is an area most are interested in as it deals with kings and knights, sword fights and wars,
castles and manors.
In math we are continuing to hone our algebra skills and review previously learned skills. Meanwhile in science,
we have completed our explorations of biomes and are now working on forces and motion.  We will continue this
into April and then move into learning about the universe and geologic time scale.

Join the PTA
Our PTA is a wonderful organization that works in conjunction with the school to provide students with enriching
opportunities that could not happen without its support. Field trips, assemblies, family events, supplies, and
equipment are just a few of the many ways that our PTA supports the children of Lebanon Borough.  Please be
sure to join the PTA! You can complete the membership form online at this link: 2020-2021 PTA Membership
Form.  The PTA accepts checks and Venmo for payment.

The next PTA Meeting is Monday, April 12, 2021 at 6:30 PM via Zoom.  Below is the information to join the
meeting.

Topic: LBS PTA Meeting (4.12.21)
Time: Apr 12, 2021 06:30 PM

Join Zoom Meeting:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81746524004?pwd=TTQzSElocFc4L3g0NjhTODI1WkI5dz09

Meeting ID: 817 4652 4004
Passcode: 055008
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